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Our goal is to 'Improve capacity and sustainability of volunteering practices
and support across the Campaspe and Murray areas'. 

New CEO Volunteering
Volunteering Victoria

On May 15th aboard the Riverboat MV MaryAnn
Volunteers and members of the Vibrant Volunteer
Network had the pleasure of meeting and hearing from
Scott Miller the new CEO of Volunteering Victoria. Scott
joined Volunteering Victoria in July 2018 as the
organisation’s new CEO. In his previous role, Scott was
Chief Executive of Volunteering New Zealand’s for 3.5
years.
 

More than 100 volunteers from across Campaspe Shire and Murray River
Council were thanked for their efforts recently, treated to a wellbeing cruise
in the lead-up to National Volunteer Week.
The second major event organised by Campaspe Primary Care
Partnership's Vibrant Volunteers Network, the cruise featured guest
speakers Scott Miller - the new chief executive of Volunteers Victoria - and
social worker Tracey Farrell.
"the theme of Volunteer Week this year is 'Making a Difference' and we all
know our volunteers make a huge difference, not only to the organisations
they serve in but to the entire community" project co-ordinator Alma
Limbrick said.
"This year, with the wellbeing cruise, we really want to focus on the
importance of volunteers looking after themselves and their own mental
wellbeing as well."
-Riverine Herald, Friday, June 21, 2019 page 11

 

A deserving bunch



For further information on the Vibrant Volunteer Network or to contribute to this newsletter
please contact Alma Limbrick, Volunteer Project Coordinator 

Volunteering@campaspepcp.com.au or 5484 4490

Volunteering Victoria Conference

On 20-21 June 2019, I was delighted to join
nearly 300 delegates and over 30 speakers to

2nd Victorian State Volunteers Conference – the
only Conference in Victoria focused specifically
on volunteering and designed to attract both the
leaders and managers of volunteers, as well as

volunteers themselves.
The exciting line up of speakers challenged us

with new perspectives and we reflected on
traditional ways of looking at volunteering. The
Conference aimed to activate critical thinking

and empower volunteer managers in their roles.
The event was an opportunity for volunteer
managers to come together and listen to

leaders from diverse backgrounds and leave
empowered to critically think about the future. I
certainly did my fair share of networking and re
connecting with people across multiple fields.

With the goal to Energise, Enhance, Connect, the
multi-streamed conference program covered
various topics. These included; Technology,

Inclusion, Peer Support, Leadership, Networks &
Partnerships, Research & Strategies and Future.

 
It was a wonderful opportunity to share a

conference with other members of our network and
to have a CEO, Susanna Barry (CLRS) be a part of

the conference and endorse all the great work done
by volunteers in our organisations.

Our presentation on “How this project has
Energised a Rural Community” was very well

received and our panel of Shari Butcher (ERH), Alma
Limbrick (Ky Health & PCP) Liz Rowsell (CLRS) and
amazing volunteers Sue Coulston (CLRS) and Hazel
Smith from Kyabram Health Services did a great job

in sharing the benefits of our Vibrant Volunteer
Network to them personally and to their

organisations.
Megan Dehne (We are Vivid) was also present at the

conference.

Survey : Victorian Volunteer
Strategy

The Victorian Government has
committed to develop and
implement a Victorian Volunteer
Strategy. 
The strategy will be informed by extensive consultation
across the Victorian public and volunteering community,
seeking deep insights into the challenges and
opportunities for volunteers, community members, and
managers of volunteers and organisations.
 
Online consultation close 24 November 2019

Click here to participate

Volunteer & The Law Training

Over 30 Managers and Volunteer Co-ordinators
attended a very informative Volunteers & the
Law workshop facilitated by Mae Tanner from

Justice Connect in Echuca in February .
This workshop covered many legal issues in

managing volunteers and all participants rated it
very highly in its content and the presentation.
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https://www.trybooking.com/ZXNG
https://volunteeringvictoria.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=64ef029df78e8687da80791a0&id=c8b1a95510&e=0cf255d907

